Learning Tower Adjustment + Care
How to use the Franklin+Emily Learning Tower
Learning Towers are only to be used under close, adult supervision.
Ensure Learning Tower is placed against a counter or solid surface and is out of reach of sharp, hot or dangerous
items.
Learning Towers are meant for use on level surfaces only. Avoid using them on uneven surfaces such as carpet or
grass.
Do not climb or swing from the sides of the Learning Tower, use only as directed with adult supervision. Towers may
tip when used inappropriately.
Learning Towers are designed for children 2 - 5 years old, however customers have used them for their children in a
wider age range based on height, development and motor skills.
Our Learning Tower will raise your child up to better engage with the work around them. Learning Towers can be
used for a variety of activities from helping the kitchen, working on arts and crafts, keeping up on general hygiene in
the bathroom and much more.

Platform Adjustment
Our Learning Tower is designed to grow with your little one and has an adjustable platform with heights
of 12", 15"and 18". The platform is secured in the grooves with four (4) 4mm hex bolts.
1. To adjust, simply take the hex key (included) and remove all 4 bolts and slide the platform forward
and out.
2. Slide the platform into the new height and line up the bolt holes on the platform with the holes in the
side. The platform should always be flush at the rear.
3. Place the bolts through the side holes and into the platform holes.
4. Secure by tightening the bolts with the hex key so that the bolt is flush with the side of the Learning
Tower. Do not over tighten.

How to care for your learning tower
We recommend using a mild, wood-specific cleaner to care for the frames.
Our finishes are considered water-resistant, but not waterproof. We
recommend that the surfaces are kept dry at most times. The surface can get
wet as long as it is dried off in a reasonable time. Avoid direct light and heat
sources and setting anything hot or damp on the wood.
As a natural material, each piece of leather is unique in it’s color and texture.
The leather ages beautifully with use, and is cleaned simply with a damp
cloth.
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